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Download it from Fileplanet, to play it on the web or to buy it on the first DRM free version, Ubi Soft released the game for
Linux too. This game is a bit a long one, because it is a real racing / driving game with very interesting game play. The game
uses innovative touch screen technologies and handles really good the GPS. The overall difficulty is not the easiest, but still
doable. Performance: To begin with, everything seems to run quite well on this very old computer. The game is fluid and
everything seems to run properly, without any glitch. Interface: The GUI is clean and simple with the standard menus for
settings, Quit, options, instructions, options, save and load. The icons for start and pause are different. Graphics: The game
looks good. The racing game seems nice, even if you are playing in widescreen mode. The game details are quite good, and
especially the car models are really nice. Music: The music is ok. Even if it is not the most inspiring one. The cutscenes have
some nice music and also the menu music is quite nice too. Sound: The sound effects are pretty well done, even if the engine
sounds are a bit weak. The car noises are ok and you can hear the motor sound when you are overtaking someone. The sound
effects are ok and are not overpowering. Overall: A really good racing game that is well done and is easy to play. Pros: - Nice
car models - Good graphics - Good sound effects - Easy to learn and play - Nice racing courses Cons: - CPU sometimes feels a
bit heavy - Really low difficulty How to install : First you need to download this.bin and run it. Then you will see the menu
"Play". You will be able to select and launch the game. Recommended : Try to create an account on the game site (for free) and
rate the game to thank the developers. In the end, this game is still worth playing because it is still a really nice racing game to
play. The game is a really nice driving game. You can select between a drift and a rally game mode. The game is a very
addictive one and you will find yourself spending a lot of time playing it. The graphics and the music are ok, but sometimes the
game doesn't feel like a racing game. The physics are ok and the 82157476af
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